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Havit H2002Y Gaming Headphones
Become a  virtual  gaming  champion  with  Havit  H2002Y  Gaming  Headphones.  Equipped  with  50mm drivers,  these  headphones  ensure
high-quality  audio,  further  enhanced  by  spatial  sound  effects.  You'll  have  a  detachable  microphone  at  your  disposal  for  team
communication.  The integrated cable  control  allows convenient  customization of  settings,  and the practical  3.5mm plug ensures  wide
cross-platform compatibility. Moreover, thanks to their lightweight, ergonomic design, you can spend hours playing your favorite games
without discomfort.
 
Immersive Experience
The 50mm drivers deliver exceptionally clear high tones and deep, dynamic bass, making every sound in the game audible and tangible.
The  use  of  spatial  sound  technology  provides  a  unique  immersion  experience  –  with  Havit,  you  can  immerse  yourself  in  a
three-dimensional  audio  scene.  The  ability  to  precisely  locate  the  direction  of  incoming  sounds,  such  as  enemy  footsteps  or  distant
explosions, gives you an advantage in the game.
 
Seamless Team Communication
The highly sensitive, omnidirectional microphone allows for seamless team communication, facilitating cooperation and increasing your
chances of victory. You can adjust its position within a 360° range or completely detach it. The integrated cable multifunctional remote
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control provides additional convenience, allowing you to adjust the volume level or mute the microphone swiftly, enabling quick reactions
in dynamically changing gameplay conditions.
 
Play on Various Platforms
The HAVIT GAMENOTE H2002Y headphones come equipped with a standard 3.5mm audio jack,  making them an excellent  solution for
gamers using various devices such as PS4, Xbox, or PC. Enjoy easy connectivity and instant readiness for action without the need for
additional adapters.
 
Comfort During Long Gaming Sessions
The foam ear cushions provide an excellent fit, without causing pressure or discomfort. The headphones weigh only 280g, allowing you
to use them comfortably during streaming or long gaming sessions without feeling fatigued. Additionally, the adjustable headband allows
you to customize the H2002Y model to your individual needs.
 
	Manufacturer
	Havit
	Model
	H2002Y
	Speaker
	φ50mm
	Impedance
	32Ω±15%
	Sensitivity
	96dB±3dB
	Frequency Response
	20Hz to 20kHz
	Microphone
	Ø6.0×2.7mm
	Microphone Sensitivity
	-42±3dB
	Cable Length
	2.0m±10%
	Plug
	3.5mm

Preço:

€ 35.50

Jogos, Headphones
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